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Abstract

For image security the cryptography algorithm should be applied to every pixels of image and in the receiver side all of the pixels must be decoded. Coding and decoding image, therefore, takes a lot of time because of its huge number of pixels. A common and faster solution for image security is image-hiding instead of image coding. In fact in this method, pixels of the image will be hidden in another image called cover image and in the network cover image distribute, in the receiver side image will be extracted from cover image. Commonly image-hiding algorithms work in frequency-domain, make a lot of changes to the cover image and they are time consuming. In this paper an image-hiding algorithm is introduced that works in spatial-domain. Our algorithm is faster and makes a little change to the cover image indistinguishable by human eyes. Our method uses the difference of pixels instead of the color of pixels.
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1. Introduction

In the physical world when we want to hide an object, we wrap it in some unmarked paper. This work is similarly done in the digital world but here we have the pixels in the cover image instead of wrap paper. Data hiding is referred to as a process to hide data (representing some information) into cover media. That is, the data hiding process links two sets of data, a set of the embedded data and another set of the cover media data. The relationship between these two sets of data characterizes different applications (Zhicheng Ni 2006).

Because of the human visual system’s low sensitivity to small changes and the high flexibility of digital media, one can easily make small changes in digital data with low perceptibility. Consequently, many interesting applications of data hiding in digital media can be created, like watermarking, caption data embedding, secret message delivery, etc. The purposes and requirements of such applications vary and are illustrated in Table 1 (Brassil 2005 and Bender W 1996).

Drawing analogy between data hiding and communication, the embedding methods serve as a physical communication layer, on top of which other functionalities and features can be built. For instance, security issues may be handled by top layers in authentication applications. In these applications, the major objective of an adversary is to forge authentication data so that an altered document can still pass authentication tests.( Min Wu, 2004)

Most of these algorithms work in frequency-domain (W.H. Tasi 2000). However working in frequency-domain is very complex and takes more time and makes more changes in the cover image. In this paper we introduce a new algorithm that works in spatial-domain instead of frequency domain.
Finding same pixels in the secret image and the cover image is a difficult problem. Our method solves this problem by employing the difference of adjacent pixels as the main metric.

We propose a new method to embed a grey-valued image into a grey-valued cover image. It can be used for delivering secret images such as confidential images, military maps, etc. The method is designed in such a way that the grey value of every pixel of the secret image is preserved, i.e. no distortion will be created in the secret image when it is extracted out from the cover-image. On the other hand, because the resulting cover-image usually contains a large quantity of embedded data, it may seriously be degraded. The proposed method, however, produces indistinguishable changes in the resulting cover-image. Since the precision of pixel grey values may be destroyed when transforming them back and forth between the frequency and spatial domains, we adopt a way of embedding the secret image into the cover image directly in the spatial domain.

Table 1: Applications of data hiding in digital media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Amount of data to be embedded</th>
<th>Difficulty of detection</th>
<th>Authentication²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watermarking</td>
<td>Copyright protection</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caption embedding</td>
<td>Adding information into digital data</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Message delivery</td>
<td>Sending a message without attention</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key distribution</td>
<td>Distribute the session key with security</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image hiding</td>
<td>Sending an image with security</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Literature Review

Several previous works about data hiding in document images have been discussed in (Brassil 2005 and Bender W 1996), such as line-shift coding, word-shift coding, feature coding, etc. The quantity of the embedded data is small and can be easily destroyed by reproduction. In the fields of data hiding in images, the method of changing least significant bits (LSBs) in (Koch 1995 and Cox i.j. 1997), the patchwork method (Ohnshi, J. 1995), and the texture block coding method (Bender W 1996) all use the low sensitivity of the human visual system to small changes in grey values to embed data in the host image. Data hiding in images can also be conducted in the frequency or other transform domains. Such methods can embed a small amount of information in images with robustness: examples are the use of randomly sequenced pulse-position modulated codes (Koch 1995), the secure spread spectrum method (Cox i.j. 1997) wavelet-based embedding methods (Ohnshi, J. 1995 and Chae, J.J 1998), and DCT based embedding methods (HSU. C.I. 1998 and Barni 1998).

Many image hiding algorithms have been developed so far, almost all of them work because of low sensitivity of our eyes to small changes (W.H. Tasi 2000).

3. Methodology and Materials

2.1. Basic of Method

The method utilizes the property of grey-value similarity among adjacent pixels which exists in most natural images. This comes from our observation that the grey-value differences of adjacent pixels in quite different natural images may have probability density functions with very similar shapes. Such similarity can be utilized for combining images when desired. As an illustration, see the grey-valued images of ‘Lena’ and ‘Mandrill’ in Figure 1(a) and 1(c), respectively. The histograms of these two images are shown in Figure 1(b) and 1(d), respectively. They are quite different shapes. Now, perform
the operation of ‘image difference’ to the two images in the following way: for every pixel value \( g_i \) in either image, where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots \), let \( g'_i = g_i - g_{i-1} + 128 \) where \( g_{i-1} \) is the grey value of a neighboring pixel to \( g_i \), and create a new image with all \( g'_i \) as the new pixel values and call it the difference image. Adding 128 is for normalizing the value and reducing the number of negative value. The details of image differencing (ID) in our proposed method, which are a little different from what just mentioned, will be in the following section. The difference images from ‘Lena’ and ‘Mandrill’ are shown in Figure 1(e) and 1(g), respectively, and their histograms are shown in Figure 1(f) and 1(h) respectively. The pixel values of the difference images are concentrated near 128 resulting from the grey-value similarity between adjacent pixels. The histograms of the difference images are quite similar in shape, in contrast with those of their original images, which are quite different. This similarity helps us exploit a way to embed a secret image easily by grey value replacement using the difference metric.

Figure 1: Comparing histogram of image with histogram of difference of the image[11]

The amount of pixel-value change in a smooth image area is smaller than that in an edge or high-contrast area. Edge or high-contrast areas in general show greater changes. We use this characteristic to hide more data in high-contrast areas and less in smooth areas. This helps to hide more data indistinguishable in an image (Chin-Chen Chang 2010 and Abbas Cheddad 2010).

The proposed hiding method is sketched in Figure 2, which consists of three major parts: 1) cover ID processing 2) secret ID processing and 3) the embedding process, which are described next.
2.2. ID for Cover and Secret Images

Cover and secret images used in the proposed method are assumed to have 256 grey values. To get a difference image from a given cover image, we obtain the grey value \( G \) of a pixel in the resulting image from every non-overlapping two-pixel of the cover image, in a zigzag order as shown in Figure 3, \( g_{i+1} \) and \( g_i \) are the grey values of pixels, respectively in zigzag order. Adding 128 is for normalizing the value and reduce the number of negative value, and MOD 256 is for normalizing the values to the range of [0 to 255]. This quality way the number of out of range pixels become very small and this normalization doesn't destroy the images. The resulting data stream is just a half of the cover image in size. The process of obtaining the difference image from the secret image is the same as that for the cover image except that we calculate the difference value of the grey values of every two adjacent pixels, instead of every non-overlapping two-pixel, in zigzag order. So the size of the resulting stream is the same as that of the secret image.

\[
d_i = [g_{i+1} - g_i + 128] \mod 256
\]  

We save the gray value of top-leftmost pixel of the secret image. Other differencing methods assume that this value is 128 (W.H. Tasi 2000). In the sequel we call the difference image from the secret image as the secret difference image, and that from the cover image as the cover difference image.

In addition, we quantize the resulting difference values into \( n \) ranges as illustrated in Figure 4. These ranges are indexed by 1 to \( n \). A difference value which falls into a range with index \( k \) is said to have index \( k \). The range intervals are selected in this study to meet the following criteria:

- All the values in a certain range are considered as close enough
• If a value in the range is replaced by another in the same range, the change cannot be easily detected
• The range intervals of difference values are based on the visual system's sensitivity variation from smooth to high-contrast areas. Because the pixels in the high-contrast area with difference values far from 128 may tolerate larger value changes than those in the smooth area with difference values near 128

So, we create smaller ranges near 128 and larger ones far from 128 for the purpose of better replacement with less noticeable results. This technique helps us to embed more information in high-contrast areas with less deterioration of the image.

2.3. Pixel Replacement

For each pixel $P_s$ in the secret difference image $S$, we find a pixel $P_c$ in the cover difference image $C$ whose value has the same index as that of $P_s$, and hide $P_s$, by replacing the value of $P_c$, with $P_s$. Although the grey-value distributions of $S$ and $C$ are similar, there may exist insufficient pixels in $C$ which have the same index as that of a certain pixel in $S$ which we want to embed. So it is necessary to adjust the values of some pixels in $C$ into the new values which are insufficient for embedding before the whole replacement work begins. Replacement has three phases as follows:

**Phase 1 (Cover Image Recovery):** For the purpose of easily finding the desired $P_c$, in $C$ which has the same index as $P_s$, we rearrange all the pixels in $C$ into an n-list structure as illustrated in Figure 5. Every list in the structure has an index which corresponds to the index of a grey-value range mentioned previously. Every node in the lists is a record of the location in $C$. A process of traversing every pixel of $C$ is applied, in which we put the visited pixel into the rear of the corresponding list according to the index of its grey value. For example, if pixel 4866 in $C$ with a value of 165 is visited and if the grey value belongs to the range whose index is $k$, then we add a node with the value 4866 to the list $k$.

**Phase 2 (Cryptography):** We use a random key generator to permute the traversing order of the pixels in $C$ instead of scanning through $C$ sequentially. We use the permutation order to visit each pixel in $C$ only once. This random key generator mechanism aims to achieve cryptography. This means that if an illicit user does not have the key used in the image hiding process, the user cannot easily find out the correct traversing order. So, the steps of extracting the hidden image cannot be followed successfully. This method guarantees that only the correct user that has the key can extract the image.

---

\[ (X_n = X_1) >= (X_{n-1}=X_2), \ldots \]
**Phase 3 (Replacement):** After constructing the list structure we find for every pixel in S the corresponding pixel in the list structure that has the same index to replace. We process every pixel of S in the zigzag order mentioned previously. For each visited pixel $P_s$ in S with index $k$, we extract the head element in the $K_k$ list of the list structure which denotes a location in C, and replace the grey value of this location with the grey value of $P_s$. For example in Figure 6, if we visit a pixel in S with grey value 168 and index $k$, then we extract the head element from list $k$, whose value 4866 is a location in C where we want to do the replacement work. The grey value of the visited pixel is used to replace the grey value appearing in location 4866 of C, i.e. 165 is changed into 168. The replacement process is finished after all pixels in S are processed. The grey value replacement process described is efficient because the one-to-one mapping between the pixels of the secret difference image and those of the cover difference image in the process can be built by traversing both the cover difference image and the secret difference image only once.

**Figure 6:** The process of hiding
2.4. Inverse ID

In the inverse ID process which produces a stego-image (Cover + Secret images), for each difference values $d'$ in the processed cover difference image, an inverse calculation for this value is performed to find the grey values $(g'_{i-1}, g'_i)$ of the corresponding two-pixel sub image $(p'_{i-1}, p'_i)$ of the stego-image whose difference value is $d'$. Because we want to cause minimum perceptive distortion, the information about the grey values $(g_{i-1}, g_i)$ of the corresponding two-pixel sub image $(p_{i-1}, p_i)$ in the original cover image is needed. Assume the difference value of $(g_{i-1}, g_i)$ is $d^4$. We produce $(g'_{i-1}, g'_i)$ according to the following equations:

$$g'_{i-1} = g_{i-1} - \frac{(d' - d)}{2}$$
$$g'_i = g_i + \frac{(d' - d)}{2}$$

The two equations together satisfy the requirement that $d' = |g'_{i-1} - g'_i|$. Because the equations cause changes in $g_{i-1}$ and $g_i$, nearly equally to produce $g'_{i-1}$ and $g'_i$, the distortion caused by changing $g_{i-1}$ and $g_i$, is averaged over this two-pixel pair and so is less. Some of the calculations may cause $g'_i$ or $g'_{i-1}$ to fall off the boundary of the range $[0, 255]$ of a pixel value. In such cases we set the pixel value to the boundary value, i.e. to 0 or 255, and re-adjust the other pixel value to a new value to preserve the difference value of $g'_{i-1}$ and $g'_i$ to be $d'$.

2.5. Embedding the Secret Key

Since an extra table is constructed to record the index of the grey value of each pixel during the replacement process, the table must be available and used in the process of extracting the secret image from the stego-image (Ran-Zan Wang, 2001). One can send the table to receiver using a separate mechanism or just hide it into the cover image. The latter way needs a bit extra processing. More specifically, we embed into the cover image the following extra information: (a) the width and height of the secret image, (b) the number of quantized ranges, the boundaries of each range, the number of elements in each quantized range, (c) the gray value of top-leftmost pixel of the secret image, and finally (d) the table of indices organized as a bit stream. This extra information provides a way to use different numbers of ranges and different range boundaries in the embedding process. We call this extra information secret key, because without this information the secret image can't be recovered.

The secret key, taken as a bit streams, is embedded into the LSBs of the cover image randomly. We walk through the cover difference image using a pseudorandom number generator and embed every 8 bits of the bit stream into a pixel-pair of the original cover image, i.e. each pixel in this pixel-pair takes 4 bits as the rightmost bits. The pseudorandom number generator and the random key generator that describe in section 2-2, phase (2) must exist in the two communication sides (sender and receiver).

2.6. Extracting the Hidden Image

The process of extracting the hidden images is preceded by using first the seed of the pseudorandom number generation to extract out the secret key data that are embedded in the stego-image. A stego-difference-image is produced from the stego-image using a method similar to that for producing the cover difference image in the hiding process, and the random key generator is used to produce the same traversing order for visiting as in the embedding process.

More specifically, we extract the leading information embedded in the stego-image directly from the four LSBs of the grey values of each pixel-pair in stego-image that corresponds to the visited pixel of secret image. The grey values of the embedded secret difference image are extracted then by visiting the rest of the pixels. We rearrange pixels, into an n-list structure as in the embedding process. The same list used in the embedding process is reconstructed by the same traversing order. And then the list of the range indices and the n-list structure are used in extracting the grey values and building

\[ d \text{ calculated in the ID for secret and cover image} \]
the secret difference image. In short, the secret image can be recovered by applying an inverse Difference process to the secret difference image.

4. Experimental Results
In our experiments five cover and secret images are used, as shown in Figure 7, each with size 512 x 512 and the reduced-sized version of these images are used as the secret images, each with two sizes 256 x 512 and 256 x 256.

The result was interesting in some cases. For example select Mandrill as cover image and Moon as secret image after hide and retrieving, the secret image (Moon) changes more than other cases. Also Mandrill as cover image change more than other cases. But when select Pepper, Jet or Lena as cover or secret image these changes aren't very distinguishable. It seems that if cover or secret images have a lot of noise the results of this project aren't hopeful. The reason of this fact is clear: When differencing is done on noisy images, the difference of a lot of pixels is very small and negative or very large and positive so after adding 128, the value is out of range, and the numbers must be normalized by MOD 256. Then, many pixels of these images change e.g. in Mandrill 11378 pixels are out of range and must be changed.

**Figure 7**: Five cover and secret image
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method for embedding a grey data. The method not only provides a way for embedding valued secret image into a cover but also the preserves the quality of cover images and secret image with no loss. The method produces the stego-image but also offers an easy way to accomplish image cryptography with random key generator and pseudorandom number generator. In near future we intend to extend our method to color image. Color images have more problems for finding the best pixel in the cover image for replacement (Ran-Zan Wang, 2007), because color images have three ranges from 0 to 255 and color image hiding usually involves quantizing a full color image. Then the embedding and extraction procedures of this related scheme would be difficult (Yuan-Hui Yu 2009 and Fan Ge 2008).
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